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Abstract: Many brownfield sites undergoing redevelopment contain a significant number of ground conditions such as buried
foundations and structures that may be unknown to the developer or purchaser. Effective ground investigation using geophysical
technologies can localize anomalies on site that highlight these features and is then followed by intrusive investigation. This case
study describes how a site-wide geophysical survey was used in conjunction with targeted standard intrusive methods to
evaluate the extent of remnant buried structures on a brownfield site. The end result provided a more comprehensive
understanding of the site than could have been obtained by undertaking intrusive investigations alone. The combination of
geophysics and intrusive investigation can provide more valuable information than that gained by using either in isolation.
Received 3 May 2017; revised 7 November 2017; accepted 28 December 2017

The UK government has pledged 1 million more homes and to have
planning permission in place on 90% of suitable brownfield sites for
housing (Department for Communities and Local Government
2016). These sites frequently contain uncertain ground conditions
and a number of unknown underground structures that may represent
costly engineering or environmental redevelopment constraints for
the developer if they remain undetected and unaccounted for.
Developers who want to minimize the uncertainty of
unforeseen ground conditions prior to purchasing or divesting of
brownfield land should be aware that geophysical techniques can
play an important role in reducing costs and risks. Geophysical
techniques can provide rapid site reconnaissance surveys to
characterize subsurface features prior to a targeted intrusive
investigation (McDowell et al. 2002). Here, we present a case
study in which the site owner wanted to reduce uncertainties
regarding buried structures associated with former industrial
facilities. This information allowed an informed evaluation of
perceived abnormal redevelopment costs. We present the geophysical and intrusive data that supported a detailed assessment of buried

Fig. 1. Historical map of 1899 showing galvanized iron works. The purple
lines represent the site boundary and a 250 m buffer boundary.

structures and provided the site owner with a better understanding of
potential redevelopment costs.

Fig. 2. Historical map of 1937 showing steel rolling mill.

Fig. 3. Historical map showing container factory.
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Fig. 4. (a) EM31 vertical dipole quadrature data with targeted intrusive locations highlighted; (b) EM31 vertical dipole in-phase data; (c) EM61 Channel 1
data; (d) EM61 differential channel data.
Table 1. Intrusive investigation findings
Hole number

Findings

TP203 (western and The geophysical anomaly highlighted in Figure 5 displayed a rectangular area of lower conductivity (<40 mS m−1) within a zone of
relatively higher conductivity (>70 mS m−1). The trial pit was located across this transition from low to high conductivity. The western
eastern portion)
portion of the pit was excavated and a concrete slab was encountered in this pit at 0.2–0.35 m below ground level (b.g.l.)
The eastern portion of the pit was excavated outside the rectangular area of lower conductivity within a zone of relatively higher conductivity. This
portion of the pit encountered a concrete slab (0.55 m in thickness) at 0.5 m b.g.l. and a further concrete slab (0.1 m in thickness) at 1.0 m b.g.l.
The two geophysical signatures can be attributed to the varying concrete slab thicknesses and depths. It is therefore possible to assume the
extent and volume of the buried concrete across the rest of the site based on the geophysical response
TP204
The northern part of TP204 was excavated in an area that displays a relatively higher conductivity (>70 mS m−1) compared with that in the
south as shown in Figure 6. In the northern portion of the pit the excavation identified a slab at 0.5–0.65 m b.g.l. and no buried slab was
encountered in the southern portion of the pit, with made ground (fill) present to c. 1.0 m b.g.l.
The correlation between the relatively higher conductivity and the presence of a slab at a depth of c. 0.5–0.7 m b.g.l. overlain by made ground
is one that is repeated at other locations across the site. The areas of relatively higher conductivity could therefore be attributed to buried
concrete and ground of this nature
TP206
The geophysical output at this location indicated a west–east-trending linear feature as highlighted in Figure 7
The trial trench was excavated north to south with the intent of intercepting this feature, resulting in encountering a concrete beam at 0.55 m
b.g.l. The alignment of the beam matched the alignment of the linear feature in the geophysical data. The length of this buried concrete
beam can therefore be estimated
TP208 (western and The pit excavated in this area encountered a brick tunnel oriented approximately west–east at a depth of c. 1.0 m b.g.l. (Fig. 8). A second tunnel of
eastern portion)
smaller diameter entered the southern portion of the tunnel at the southeastern corner of the pit. The brick tunnel had arches composed of a
double brick layer. A vertical concrete wall was present at the northern limit of the pit. The tunnels were backfilled with demolition rubble
The tunnel was observed to extend to at least 1 m beyond the end of the trial pit in both directions (west and east). TP208 west was excavated
to further delineate its extent. This pit was, however, constrained in its lateral extent (west and east) owing to the presence of suspected
services. An obstruction was encountered at 0.7 m b.g.l., which may represent the top of the tunnel extending in this direction
Several of the geophysical outputs indicate an anomaly in this area corresponding to the position of the tunnel. It is possible to estimate from
the outputs that the tunnel may extend an additional 5.0 m towards the east, beyond the pit excavation
TP209
TP209 (Fig. 9) encountered a concrete slab at 0.6 m b.g.l. in the eastern half of the pit beneath a layer of made ground (fill); however, there
was no slab present in the western portion of the pit. The eastern portion of the pit showed a relatively higher conductivity (>70 mS m−1)
compared with the west (<40 mS m−1). Again, the extent of the slab could then be derived from the geophysical data
TP214
TP214 (Fig. 10) encountered a concrete slab at 0.7–0.9 m b.g.l. that matches with the pink colours on the conductivity plot. A linear feature
(brick foundation filled with perched water) was identified in the centre of the pit oriented north–south, which correlates well with the
linear anomaly in this position in the geophysical data (coloured dark blue on the conductivity plot). The length of this brick foundation
could be estimated from the conductivity data
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Fig. 5. TP203; the top data plot highlights the rectangular area of lower
conductivity targeted by the trial trench. The edge of the thicker concrete
slab (depicted by the high conductivity in the EM31 data) can be seen in
the photograph.

Site setting
The site, located in NW England, is approximately rectangular in
shape and 4 ha in area. Previously existing buildings were
demolished leaving the remaining surface cover that comprises
concrete hard standing, stockpiles of demolition rubble, and earth
with some limited vegetation in unsurfaced areas. The published
1:50 000 scale geological map of the area indicates that the site is
underlain by superficial deposits (drift) of Glacial Till overlying
bedrock that comprises Pebble Beds of the Sherwood Sandstone
Group. Previous intrusive investigations indicate the thickness of
the superficial deposits to range between 10.5 and 20.0 m. The
intrusive investigation also recorded resting groundwater at a depth
of 7.0 m below ground level.
A review of historical maps for the site shows that it has been
occupied by numerous large industrial developments between 1881
and 2006. Between 1881 and 1889, a galvanized iron works

Fig. 6. TP204; the higher conductivity displayed by the pink colours in
the top picture corresponds to a buried slab as seen in the photograph.

occupied the southeastern part of the site (Fig. 1). The iron works
included three large tanks and a main building where the
galvanizing took place. The iron works were extended between
1911 and 1938 with the addition of various structures including two
railway lines (Fig. 2). By 1937, the works were labelled ‘rolling
mills’ and occupied the majority of the site with a yard area in the
NW and road access from the NW corner. Between 1967 and 2006
the former industrial buildings were replaced by a new building in
the northern part of the site, which was used as a container factory
(Fig. 3). Ancillary buildings included an electricity substation and
tanks. The factory was demolished to ground level in 2008 but many
of the floor slabs associated with the former buildings and external
areas remain present.

Scope of work and rationale
Previous intrusive investigations undertaken on the site had revealed
substantial buried slabs and numerous buried structures. The site
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Fig. 7. TP206; the top data plot highlights a linear feature running east–
west. The trial trench uncovered a concrete beam aligned in the same
orientation as the geophysical anomaly.

owner wanted to minimize the uncertainty of buried obstructions on
the site to assist in the sale of the land but at a reasonable cost. A key
concern was the quantity and distribution of buried structures. The
site investigation was designed to establish what abnormal costs
might be presented by the site and to identify any potential liability
as a result of previous uses. The primary objective of this survey
was to evaluate floor slab thickness, and the location and volume
of relic foundations, underground infrastructure and voids.
Secondary objectives included the collection of additional
ground contamination data.
An integrated survey was undertaken in which geophysical
techniques were deployed first to gather site-wide data and identify
anomalies. This allowed the intrusive investigation (trial pits) to be
efficiently targeted towards key anomalies to determine the cause of
the geophysical anomaly. This allowed the extent of the located
features buried beneath the site to be determined. Designing the
survey in this manner maximized the data collected whilst
minimizing the number of intrusive locations required.

The geophysical techniques employed were frequency domain
electromagnetic (FDEM) and time domain electromagnetic
(TDEM) ground conductivity surveying. In electromagnetic
surveying the electrical properties of the ground are measured as a
function of depth and/or horizontal distance. Different soils, buried
structures and objects exhibit different values of electrical
conductivity. Mapping variations in electrical conductivity can
identify anomalous areas worthy of further geophysical or intrusive
investigation.
The FDEM method is based on the induction of electric
currents in the ground by the magnetic component of electromagnetic waves generated at the surface. An alternating current, of
variable frequency, is passed through a coil of wire (a transmitter
coil). This process generates an alternating primary magnetic
field, which, in turn, induces very small eddy currents in the earth,
the magnitude of which is directly proportional to the ground
conductivity in the vicinity of the coil. These eddy currents then
generate a secondary magnetic field, a part of which is intercepted
by a receiver coil. The interaction between the primary and
secondary magnetic flux and the receiver coil generates a voltage
that is linearly related to the electrical conductivity of the
subsurface. Measurements may be recorded at different depths
according to the orientation (either vertical or horizontal) of the
transmitter and receiver coils.
The equipment used in this case study to collect the FDEM data
was the EM31 manufactured by Geonics (Mississauga, ON). This
instrument consists of a transmitter and receiver separated at a
distance of 3.6 m, mounted on a single beam. The coil separation
is such that the measurements recorded represent ground
conditions down to a depth of c. 3 m for the horizontal dipole
and 5–6 m for the vertical dipole. The Geonics EM31 has the
facility to record two types of measurement as the secondary field
may be separated into the quadrature component and the in-phase
response. The quadrature response measures the bulk electrical
properties of the ground. The electrical properties are expressed as
an apparent electrical conductivity in millisiemens per metre
(mS m−1). The in-phase response is essentially the same as for a
metal detector and is expressed in units of parts per thousand of
the primary transmitted field. In this case study the subsurface
obstructions and utilities present may have contrasting electrical
properties to the surrounding ground that the FDEM technique
may detect.
The TDEM technique was also utilized, as this technique
measures the decay of the potential induced in the ground. These
measurements mean that the response is practically independent of
the electrical conductivity of the ground, providing good resolution
when examining concrete slabs and buried foundations at shallower
depths. The equipment used in this case study to collect TDEM data
was the EM61 manufactured by Geonics. This is a high-sensitivity
high-resolution four-channel time-domain metal detector, which is
used to detect both ferrous and non-ferrous metallic objects. It
consists of a transmitter that generates a pulsed primary magnetic
field, which induces eddy currents in nearby conductive objects.
The decay of these currents is measured by two receiver coils
mounted on the coil assembly. The EM61 has four channels (or
gates) where the response is sampled and recorded at four time
positions along the decay curve. The multiple gates allow
discrimination of targets based on the different response decay
rate, which depends on the target size, shape, material and orientation.
The EM61 is designed in such a way that it is possible not only to
separate anomalies spatially, but also, under most conditions, to
distinguish deeper targets from shallow ones. In addition, the two
receiver coil system allows suppression of near-surface targets that
may mask the response from deeper, more important ones. This
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Fig. 8. TP208; the targeted trial trench
uncovered a brick tunnel oriented in the
same direction as the relatively low EM
anomaly highlighted on the data plot.

feature is very useful when the purpose of the survey is to locate
deeper target structures beneath near-surface metallic objects such
as reinforced concrete slabs.
A combination of the two EM techniques provided comprehensive maps of the electrical properties of the subsurface, allowing
plans to be derived of the geometry of buried foundations,
structures, obstructions and services.
The data were collected across the site as access allowed on a
series of parallel survey lines at 2 and 1 m centres for the EM31 and
EM61, respectively. The EM31 data were collected with the
instrument oriented in both the vertical and horizontal dipole
orientations. Both the EM31 and EM61 data were collected at a
sampling rate of 5 Hz and incorporated a differential global
positioning system (DGPS) for location. The data were collected
at walking pace while the instruments continuously recorded along
the survey line. The survey took 3 days to complete. The data were
subsequently processed and plotted as a contoured map with an
accompanying scale bar.

Results
This geophysical survey produced five conductivity maps across the
site: EM31 quadrature and in-phase data from both the vertical and
horizontal dipole orientations and EM61 differential data. For the
purpose of this paper we present only the EM31 vertical dipole data
as well as two accompanying EM61 datasets (Fig. 4). All of the
features identified in the EM31 horizontal dipole data are also
observed in the vertical dipole data and therefore the former are not
presented herein. The results of the geophysical survey were
examined in the context of historical surveys and previous site
investigation information to determine the most suitable position for
targeted trial trenches.
The following presents the results from six trial trenches
undertaken on the site, the positions of which are marked in
Figure 4. Intrusive investigation findings are reported in Table 1 (see
also Figs 5–10).

Further data analysis

Fig. 9. TP209; the high conductivity ( pink colours) in the EM data plot
corresponds to a buried slab as highlighted in the photograph.

As described above, the EM61 has four channels (or gates) where
the response is sampled and recorded at four time positions along
the decay curve of the potential induced in the ground. It is possible
to use different ratios of the channels to allow discrimination of the
targets based on the different response decay rate, which depends on
the target size, shape, material and orientation. In addition to this,
EM61 data require special consideration when presenting the data to
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Fig. 10. TP214; the linear EM anomaly
observed as a relative low conductivity
(blue colours) in the data plot corresponds
to a buried brick foundation as
highlighted in the photograph.

obtain full advantage of the technique. By analysing the data using
different ratios of the four channels it is possible to identify subtle
features that may otherwise be missed.
Figure 11 displays examples of such data analysis. The top data
plot is a section of EM61 data from the NW corner of the site. The
data display the output from Channel 3 minus Channel 1. The image
highlights four circular anomalies equally spaced in a straight line
that align at right angles to a linear anomaly. Their geometry
suggests that these anomalies are caused by buried foundations. The
bottom data plot is a section of EM61 data from the SE corner of the
site. The data display the output of the ratio of Channel 3 and
Channel 2. The image displays possible structural features such as
beams within and/or immediately beneath the reinforced concrete
slab visible on the surface.

Limitations and further work
Although the geophysical surveys were able to locate a number of
buried features across the site, the nature of EM ground conductivity
is such that buried features in the near surface may act to mask the
response from features buried beneath them. The techniques
undertaken on the site may therefore not have identified all buried
features at depth.
During this survey only a relatively small number of intrusive
investigations were carried out, based on the premise of obtaining as
much certainty as possible about the subsurface within a limited
budget. There is scope, however, to target more geophysical
anomalies such as the ones described in Figure 11 to gain a better
understanding of the buried features on site and to produce a more
comprehensive ground model reducing the risk of further
unforeseen ground conditions.

Conclusions

Fig. 11. EM61; data highlighting possible buried structural features. The
top image displays the residual of Channel 1 data minus Channel 3 data
plotted on a 3D surface in the NW corner of the site. The bottom image
displays the residual of Channel 3 data divided by Channel 2 data on a
greyscale in the SE corner of the site.

Overall, the trial pits undertaken proved the presence of a number of
buried features identified in the conductivity data. Through
comparison between the geophysical output and the targeted
intrusive investigation, it was possible to extrapolate the data and to
estimate the extent and thickness of surface slabs, and of buried
slabs (i.e. not visible from the surface). The work also allowed more
accuracy in defining the limits and location of buried features
including services. By using a combination of techniques the end
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result provided a comprehensive understanding of the ground
conditions of the site with less cost and time than would have been
required for a wholly intrusive investigation.
This use of theoretical and practical methods to quantify the
amount of unknown buried obstructions on the site proved a costeffective approach for the land owner. The degree of residual risk
presented by unforeseen ground conditions is now substantially lower
than that which could be achieved by intrusive techniques alone.

Scientific editing by Nick Koor; Jeffrey Keaton
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